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Towards a new symbolism for the realisation of our
prosthetic pieces
____________________________________
François Duret

INTRODUCTION
If we treat the subject of mesoscopic topometry and its peripherals, it leads us to
be pluridisciplinary. The growing mastering by our research teams of the macro
systems which are physics or biology enables us to find the parameters
influenced by phenomenon apparently far away and the global functioning of a
system can only be approached with appropriate conceptual tools. CAD/CAM
(Computer Assisted Design, Computer Assisted Manufacture) offers an elegant
solution of mastering a chain and its relations thus precised.
POSITION OF THE PROBLEM
The traditional manufacturing method of dental prostheses presents gaps linked
to the signal capture mode and to the transportation of the information mode
(fig. 1). The characterisation of this signal is practically inexistent as it is hidden
by the used capture mode: the impression is perceptible by senses but not
identified in space in an absolute and co planar manner to the references. This is
why, until today, we have had to
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use “characterised definitions” in each sequence relatively stationary. It is also
for the same reason we have juggled with articulations between each step to
create an artificial co planarity between the different captures. The more the
research of the signal’s protection is pushed, the more the sequences are high.
[Fig.1: Diagram showing the classical conception.
-dental faculties
-experience]
The realisation of mechanical pieces, linked to the progress in Science, most
evolve with it. A historic modification of the methods, the instruments and their
association must emanate from it. If we admit that, in the past, a method could
be divided in productive sub units, today it would indisputably be a conceptual
mistake. An isolated step isn’t self sufficient anymore and it must be most often
associated with other steps. The increasing development of CAD/CAM and of
the manufacturing flexible workshops is an evident proof (Fig. 2).
This new manufacturing conception has inevitably led us to seek the
intervention of a great number of instruments properly associated with each
other and which give their indications to an operator in charge of managing and
treating the given information to return it in a bettered way.
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This last function is today given to computers capable of managing a great
number of information by following orders written in specific programs or
software.
In a modern productive set, which is called instruments thus designating a part
of the whole, elements which have extremely varied functions are found. If the
study and the optimisation of each link of the chain represents an indispensable
step to the implementation of a complex process, it goes without saying that the
assembly mode of the different elements is just as capital. Often too, efficient
methods taken separately turn out to be mediocre in groups as it is sometimes
the case with individuals of a same society.
The greatest reproach we can do to the conception and realisation of dental
prosthesis is to satisfy the first rule of the productive set and totally ignoring the
assembly mode.
[Fig. 2: Diagram showing the computer assisting conception and manufacturing.
-dental faculties
-experience
-schools and prosthetic state bodies
-dental software
-camera
-basic hardware and software
-tool machine – CN]
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Thus it often happens to use impression products having a point per point
precision of 15 to 30µ when a simple withdrawal of the moulding out of is
analysis place introduces an error of 3 to 4 times bigger by deformation! Same
goes for extremely sophisticated mandibular movement analysis systems are
proposed when the actual reference axis of these movements is situated in an
area bigger than 1 cm².
It appears to be evident that the discordance between the step and the productive
instrument make the mastering of our prosthetic pieces very difficult and
beautiful prostheses are often due to the craftsmanship of the prosthodontist.
This has led our profession to be classified as an art and to make imprecision a
postulate of our work unavoidable to insert a crown on a stump...!
If we look for the cause of this state, we can only reproach it to ourselves as it is
more a fact of history coming from the confrontation between our profession’s
structure and the history of science. It is well seen to specialise in very refined
domains to be able to access the knowledge of our colleagues in the 20th century
and we often hear “who touched everything touches nothing”. But there appears
a new Science: “communication” and with it an admirable instrument that is the
computer. The necessity to touch everything is imposed to a new category of
individuals who is in charge of coordinating the actions. Hyper speciality
becomes dependent on the coordinators who alone will have to use the
knowledge of each great specialist. What is cruelly lacking today is the
existence of this category of researchers and this absence explains that the
manufacturing of prostheses hits great difficulties to use avant-garde
technologies such a computers and robotics.
The most formidable in this state is the speed of evolution of contemporary
science and its use in our profession. The each step’s specialists’ work, whether
about the impression mode of the quality of materials, enable us to envisage the
future with great hope; but coordination of their remarkable research must be
exploited justly. Science evolves very rapidly and these works are often outdated
before they are exploited.
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CAD/CAM must be considered at this reasoning stage like a strict technology
transfer and the first worry of the researchers must be to lean on the evolving
techniques. The role of this team is to coordinate all of the “links” fro the optical
capture to the realisation robotics. This work was only made possible because it
already existed in numerous fundamental studies about cutting modes, at the
occlusion level or about materials. Saying that we reject what has been done
would be a monumental error which would destroy the meaning of our paper.
OPTICAL IMPRESSION GENESIS
If we look to study the realisation of a prosthesis, we quickly find out that the
most important factor, the one who will best potentialise the piece’s creation
thought, is the justness of the patient’s mouth’s volume’s information support.
We mean by information of the volume the cut tooth’s exact shape and its
neighbours. In the classical method, this information is supported by the
impression, transferred on a plaster model which will in turn transmit it to the
wax of the model and to the coating cement and to the moulding material. There
are no less than 5 transfers of information if we calculate at best. These transfers
are always translated by a change of state or of structure for the body who will
receive the information. Thus an impression paste will have to be removed from
the patient’s teeth when its chemical structure and physical qualities are enough
to avoid deformation. It has changed state inside the patient’s mouth.
A system such as the impression paste or the plaster have a total energy or
enthalpy of defined value: H = U + PV
For KALOIRE, the energy use by a ∆F system, or free energy, only represents a
fraction of this H energy. The rest of this energy or ∆S isn’t usable as it is linked
to the electronic system… it is the entropy. This entropy being linked to the
coordination of molecular movements, it appears as a probability factor defining
the internal order of the system and will thus be more important as the system
will be complex.
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If we study our impression captures we realise that the capture reaction, making
the internal structure of the body vary, will change its entropy in a significant
manner. It will be the same for the removal which, by producing a deformation
work, will induce an energy transfer on the neighbouring systems with the
MAYER and JOULE principles.
By admitting that we study the position of a point in space according to an
orthonormed marker independent from the body (or system), the precision of
this point, that is to say the absence of movement of the point with regards to the
marking, would only be possible if the carrying system supports no energetical
variations (thus ignoring the relativity of systems). If we report these very
simplified observations to DEBYE’s studies, we easily demonstrate that at our
working temperatures, any structure change will produce an energy variation so
a dimensional variation of the body in question.
Rather than trying to fight against this energy variation of the system supporting
the information, it seemed simpler to separate from it. To do so, we had like
choice:
- analysis of buccal volume independent from the analysed body
- conception work must exclusively be on numerical data (the least
sensitive to state change)
- the prosthetic piece must only be concretely realised when the whole of
the construction parameters have been applied.
The only tri dimensional analysis method of bodies performing enough and
financially accessible is the optical one.
The development of computers, electronics and optics enables us to treat
photonic data with much more finesse and to only have one form of digital
coding for all the creative steps.
We know that an object placed in a magnetic field disrupts it; this modulated
field will carry a multichannel message about the object’s characteristics. This
basic function which doesn’t escape the tooth, made us choose an odontologic
mesoscopic topometry with the optical analysis as initial system.
What is left is to translate these functions in FOURIER’s space linking the
modulations to digital values
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and the digital support is acquired. The analogue digital (photonic) conversion is
possible with solid or non video tubes with a minimum of data loss and it is
possible to apply the rules of our dental science to digitalised volumes of the
patient’s mouth.
Finally a digital command tool machine can execute the prosthesis based on the
exact volumetric data transmitted by the computer.
CONCLUSION
With these concepts of an integrated realisation of manufacture of the dental
prosthesis, a good approach of the model of shapes, a rigour in the reading and a
choice freed from materials can enable the progression in the definition of
experimental criteria and their accessibility for all.
It is about enabling the conceptual vulgarisation of precise acts and often too
long to implement.
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